Methods to evaluate the sample volume of pulsed Doppler systems.
The spatial resolution of a pulsed Doppler system heavily depends on both the characteristics of the ultrasound transducer and the processing circuitry. The local characteristics of the ultrasound beam give the lateral sample function while the way the signals are processed affects the axial shape of the sample volume. A simple way to explore the size of the sample volume is the employment of a running string target. However, the detected Doppler signals will be the sum of all the Doppler signals returned by the string along its course through the sample volume. Therefore, it will be complicated to separate the axial and lateral contribution to the actual size of the sample volume. A scanning system capable of visualizing the cross-sectional distribution of the ultrasound intensity allows the assessment of the sample sensitivity in lateral direction. A single vibrating point target enables the exploration of both the axial and lateral sampling function. The latter approach is especially suited to evaluate routinely the spatial performance of pulsed Doppler systems in clinical practice.